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Abstract 

Player interaction is a definitive feature of video games, and the choices that are 

made when playing games create personalised individual experiences for each player. 

When there are tangible responses to their actions, players decisions within game worlds 

lead to an experience of agency. This exegesis explores a theoretical analysis of both 

video games and literature to suggest a different perspective on player agency; that 

player choices function as a response to the constructed ideologies of video game 

worlds and are shaped by the player’s relationship with their character. The goal of this 

analysis is to understand whether non-consequential choices enhance a player’s 

experience of a linear game narrative. 

This exegesis accompanies my work within Project: Mystic, a linear mystery game 

set in 1920’s Aotearoa. Linear video games have predetermined narratives so to aide in 

the development of Project: Mystic this exegesis explores player agency through the 

relationship between the player and the player character and the designed ideology of 

the game world. On the relationship between the player and the player character, this 

exegesis explores ideas of differing player and player character knowledge, the 

designation of “I” on the player character, and autonomy and desire in restrictive game 

worlds. On video game worlds I explore necessary and voluntary player actions, the 

effect of a player’s participation in a game narrative, and the role of player autonomy 

within the constructed ideology of a game world. Through a theoretical analysis of video 

game literature and the application of established theoretical texts on agency as a 

perspective to explore player agency in video games, this exegesis proposes an analysis 

on player agency in linear video games that was utilised in the development of puzzles 

and game mechanics for Project: Mystic. This exegesis also outlines the development of 

Project: Mystic and how this research informed its production. 
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Introduction 

A point of distinction in the audience experience of video games is the relationship 

that forms between a player and the game, as the player becomes more than an 

observer through their interaction with the mechanics and narrative during gameplay. 

The primary goal of this research is to question if narratively non-consequential choices 

are effective at enhancing a player's experience of agency through their personal 

connection to, and autonomy within, the narrative of a linear video game. Often when 

players are given choices in a game, a positive outcome to their choice is framed not as 

a consequence of their actions, but rather a reward for one choosing a ‘correct’ option. 

This facade generated by decisions coded with good or bad morality strips players of 

their agency and confines them to act out a specific, predetermined reality.  

This exegesis functions as a critical accompaniment to my contributions in the 

development of Project: Mystic, a short-form mystery game set in 1920’s Aotearoa. In 

Project: Mystic a journalist interviews the only survivor of a mysterious wreck of the 

Mystic Liner, and the Player takes control of the survivor during their last moments on 

the train, unravelling the mystery that led to the wreck. To inform the design of player 

choices that appear in Project: Mystic I have utilised Jacques Lacan’s concept of the 

Mirror Stage (1977) as a lens to examine the dissonance between player and character, 

and employed Louis Althusser’s interpretations of Ideology (1984) as a framework to 

explore player agency within designed, virtual environments. These concepts are 

explored alongside ideas presented by existing theoretical videogame research and 

supplemented through analyses of player choice in games in my Literature Review and 

Related Works chapter. In the Methodology chapter I outline how these ideas informed 

the design of aspects of Project: Mystic, through an action research led iterative 

approach to development; the details of how this informed the game systems in the 

creative work are expanded upon in the Results chapter.   
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Literature Review and Related Works 

In this chapter I will discuss player agency in games through a combination of 

video game literature and theoretical concepts. For the first section I apply Jacques 

Lacan’s psychoanalytic concept of the Mirror Stage (1977) to an examination of the 

relationship between a player and the player character. I discuss the impact of 

contrasting levels of player and character knowledge of the game world on the player’s 

experience, then explore the player’s designation of first person pronouns on the player 

character and its effect on their relationship, before exploring the way that desire and 

player autonomy influence the player’s reception of gameplay that restricts their 

agency. The second section of this chapter explores videogame environments through 

the lens of Louis Althusser’s theories of Ideology (1984). I explore how video games 

construct ideologies through both compulsory player actions and how the player 

character is situated within a game’s narrative, then examine the affective value that a 

player’s participation in a narrative creates, and how autonomy functions as a response 

to constructed ideologies within game worlds. In the final section of this chapter I apply 

these concepts into the context of linear games, discussing how player choices function 

within games with linear narratives.  

Prior to this review I have outlined how player agency is discussed in various 

video game literature, and the different ways in which it is defined. Player agency can be 

described as the act of player choice as a reflection of the game world, as Salen and 

Zimmerman suggest that “playing a game means making choices and taking actions. All 

of this activity occurs within a game-system designed to support meaningful kinds of 

choice-making” (2004, p. 33). Meaningfulness is something that appears often in the 

context of player choice, as Tanenbaum and Tanenbaum theorise that this develops 

from the player’s intent behind a choice, rather than purely the outcome of that choice 

(2010). The relationship between the player and the game environment is similarly 

explored by Tulloch, emphasising that “how players choose to navigate the game world 

and what their expectations might be are, in part, consequences of the design decisions 

made by the game authors” (2010). Players input actions and choices into designed 

systems with results that reflect the design of the game, however Tulloch also writes that 

“players are far from unwitting prisoners of restrictive rules; they are active agents in the 

construction of play” (2014). It is the interplay between the game rules and the player 

that allows for gameplay, and thus provides players with choices; “videogames conflate 

the rules of a game with the mechanics of the equipment” (Boluk & LeMieux, 2017, p. 8), 

as player choice, and as a result agency, occurs as a consequence of game restrictions. 
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More Than a Reflection: The Player and The Player Character  

The concept of the Mirror Stage presented by Jacques Lacan (1977) provides a 

unique analogy for the relationship between the player and the player character. Lacan 

proposes that an infant’s self-perception is disconnected when looking in a mirror, as 

they see someone who’s actions appear to be more realised than their own. This 

dissonance causes frustration as their experience of their own actions do not align with 

what they see (Lacan, 1977). When playing a game there is also a dissonance between 

the player and the character; what you see as the player is different to what the 

character sees, your goals are different to the character's goals, and ultimately your 

actions are different to the character's actions. Through applying this lens the game 

becomes the mirror and the character is a digital reflection whose actions are distinct 

and more realised than that of the player - they have an inherent understanding of the 

game world, even when it is unfamiliar to the player.  Noah Wardrip-Fruin et al. outline 

that, despite how our conversations are usually shaped by our environment and social 

contexts, “in a game we may not know how to speak with characters, what statements 

might have an impact, or even if it is possible to speak” (2009, p. 5). Narrative and 

roleplaying games (RPGs) are prime examples of this as the player is either assuming 

the role of a predetermined character or inhabiting a defined world and will inevitably 

come up against barriers while assuming the role of a character that understands the 

world better than they do.  

A clear example of this phenomenon emerges in BioWare’s 2007 action RPG Mass 
Effect, where players get to customise the appearance, background, and decide the 

actions of protagonist Commander Sheppard. Despite all this, the character is always a 

respected veteran soldier, and non-playable characters (NPCs) will react to player 

actions based on the character’s unalterable history. This creates a disconnect between 

the player’s actions and their character; if they create choices that align with heroic 

persona that the game has assigned to Commander Sheppard, they may have to 

disregard their own agency when it does not fit with the constructed narrative of that 

character. Sheppard will know more about the setting of Mass Effect than the player will, 

leaving the player to puppet a character that already has previously had agency within 

the world the player is now navigating. Other RPGs suggest alternatives to this. In CD 

Projekt Red’s The Witcher, also released in 2007, the player steps into the shoes of Geralt 

of Rivia, an infamous monster hunter known as a witcher. Much like Commander 

Sheppard, Geralt has a complex history within the game world that the player could not 

influence. However, at the start of the game he has amnesia and both the player and 
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Geralt are now surprised when an NPC disapproves of choices the player has made, as 

both player and character learn more about Geralt as the game progresses.  

The same dissonance is caused when the inverse occurs, and the player finds 

themselves knowing more than their character. Speaking on the relationship between a 

player and the player character in A Play of Bodies: How We Perceive Videogames 

(2018), Brendan Keogh mentions that when a character in a game dies, the player’s 

behaviour will adapt when they face the same challenge again, as they “use the 

memories of that failure to ensure [they] do not repeat the same mistake” (p. 13). In this 

scenario, the player now knows more than the character; conversations and events that 

the player traverses will play out the same as before, exposing the scripted nature of the 

game’s world. This balance relies on a suspension of disbelief from the player that 

changes how they interact with the game, as their past failure allows for the exposition of 

parts of the game that the player character now doesn’t know. This results in a sense of 

dramatic irony as the player already knows how they shouldn’t act when they return to a 

situation where they previously failed. 

Other aspects of game mechanics can also influence this relationship, and space 

between the player and player character’s knowledge of the game world can be bridged 

if the game is designed to make the player think more as their character would. Tulloch 

states that “many video games take on a pedagogic relationship to the player. They 

train the player to play in specific ways” (2010, p. 33)—and it is this teaching that defines 

how players must interact with a game to successfully progress the narrative. As a result 

of a game teaching the player how they should play the game, the player begins to see 

the limitations the character is faced with and can more clearly identify how the 

character fits into the game world. As the player learns what the character is capable of, 

the disconnect between what the character can possibly do and what the player can 

physically do in the game reduces, and players are able to approach problems with an 

understanding of resources the player character has at their disposal. When a player 

actively makes choices that respond to the game in methods that the character would, 

this connection continues to develop as choices like these provide a reactive realisation 

to a player’s autonomy within the game world. As something tangible happens in the 

game as a result of player input the action allows for a fulfilment of the player's desires 

that, through this teaching, correspond with those of the player-character. These actions 

aren’t necessarily presented to the player though clear binary options, as gameplay 

provides a vital role in this aspect of the relationship. Assassin’s Creed Unity (Ubisoft 

Montreal, 2014) sets players loose in a fictional simulacrum of 18th century Paris as 
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Assassin Arno Dorian. The core gameplay in Assassin’s Creed Unity revolves around 

combat, stealth, and parkour. While stealth and combat are presented naturally to the 

player as a result of their character’s abilities and the tools they have, parkour is 

encouraged in gameplay through how densely populated the city is with NPCs. If the 

player sticks to the ground, they will be weaving in and out of people and obstacles while 

simultaneously navigating the twisting streets of Paris. If they take to the rooftops, the 

player now has a more direct course to their destination as they climb, swing, and dash 

across the vacant rooftops. The player is not instructed when they should engage with 

the parkour systems while navigating the game world, but it subconsciously becomes the 

player’s desired mode of transport as it helps them get to their destinations quicker, and 

thus compels the player to interact with the environment the way Arno should. An 

intrinsic consequence of the parkour in Assassin’s Creed Unity is that the player 

character looks stylish as a result of player input. This combines with the extrinsic reward 

of faster navigation through the game world when players engage with the parkour 

systems, transforming the method of traversal that is synonymous with the player 

character into actions that are desirable to the player. This relationship also develops in 

systems that players consciously choose to engage with, as with the way that the player 

attacks enemies in Silent Hill 2 (Konami Computer Entertainment Tokyo, 2001). In Silent 
Hill 2 you play as James Sunderland who is for all intents and purposes just ordinary. 

James is awkward to control when compared to other games, and his attacks feel like 

they drag on longer than they should. The effect of this is that, when facing up against 

one of the horrors in the town of Silent Hill, running becomes just as valid an option as 

the player is as scared as James would be – every encounter comes with relief if the 

player survives, or solace if they manage to escape. 

The act of making a decision that effects the reality of the player character 

encourages a switch in language; as the player creates ripples within a game world, their 

reference of the player character shifts from “they” to “I”. On the subject of player 

actions, Keogh states “If you were to ask me what I was doing … I would say simply, ‘I am 

jumping,’ not ‘I am pressing the X button’,” (2018, p. 2). This assertation comes despite 

being physically distinct to the player character. His experience of the game world is one 

in which he engages with, but never physically enters. It is the language of this statement 

that is important in the context of this discussion: the consequence of referring to the 

player character in the first person is that the player is reinforcing the link between their 

inputs and the character’s actions. In Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of 
“Sex” (1993), Judith Butler discusses the concept of designation, where a name becomes 

a signifier for someone or something through the performative action of naming. (pp. 
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208-218). A very particular aspect of her analysis references the idea that this concept 

should not be defined by preconceived ideas of what the correct designation of 

something is, and that reiterating a name fixes it to what it is naming (p. 213). As referring 

to themselves with first person pronouns is how the player would refer to their own 

actions outside of a game, labelling their character in the same way is the player 

referring to the character’s actions as an extension of themself. Through the designation 

of “I” for the character, the player is diminishing the separation between the two. The 

player’s actions that are presented through the character are recognised as being their 

own despite the player only physically pressing buttons. The reiteration of this language 

to refer the player character fixes it to that character and strengthens how the player 

views the character. Despite the incorrect use of “I” to refer to something that is not 

inherently themselves, the use of the first-person pronouns by the player reinforces the 

connection between the two, which is further solidified the more the player uses this 

language. The addition of actions which encourage the player to act, and think, like their 

character allows for a multitude of situations where they use first person pronouns when 

referring to character actions; phrases like “I should climb onto these buildings” or “I 

should avoid these enemies” cement the designation into their experience of the game, 

and contributes to a players personal expression of agency within a game. 

Player Agency and the Relevance of Decisions (Thue et al., 2010) describes a 

system in which a non-linear narrative can have branching events determined by an AI. 

This system is derived from the idea that a perceived agency, a player’s perception of 

their ability to make changes, is not reliant on increased theoretical agency, the player's 

ability to change the course of their experience. The distinction between perceived 

agency and theoretical agency is important within the context of interactive linear 

narratives, as it points to the importance of autonomy. In games, a player has the ability 

to interact freely with an environment, even when they have no agency over choices in 

the world. This autonomous control of a character reflects the player’s inputs through 

the character’s movement and allows for players to make unplanned choices that 

corelate to their desired expression of agency within a game world. Thue’s system is also 

designed around successfully creating desirable outcomes that are foreseeable to the 

player, placing an affective value on generating a desirable outcome. This emphasis on 

desire has correlations to Lacan's work, as desire and satisfaction are important aspects 

of the choices that we make both inside and outside of games.  

A decision that players make in BioWare’s Mass Effect shows how autonomy 

plays a role in providing a personal response to choices that only have a perceived 
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agency. There is a situation where the player is given a choice to surrender their 

weapons when arriving in an unfamiliar area, but regardless of whether the player 

chooses to relinquish their weapons the player character will be forced to hand them 

over. If the player had made the decision to hold on to their weapons, this sequence of 

events uses the perceived agency as part of the narrative—both the player and their 

character express displeasure at having to do something they did not want to.  

Tanenbaum and Tanenbaum suggest that “when play and story intersect, agency is 

better understood as a commitment to meaning instead of a desire to act freely” (2010), 

consequently when the player’s choice is restricted due to the narrative, this meaning 

gives context to their choice and results in an experience where they are frustrated at a 

another character and not at the game. There is an emphasis on actions rather than 

consequences in this choice, as the player’s ability to make a choice at all made the 

scene a better reflection of agency than if their weapons had been confiscated instantly.  

 

Applying Ideology: The Game World 

Louis Althusser's interpretation of ideology offers a framework for understanding 

human agency (1984). He theorises that people exist as subjects of ideological and 

repressive state apparatuses that provide the illusion that we have agency in our actions, 

usually by obedience to systems of oppression though actions that are compulsory as a 

subject of those systems (Althusser, 1984). With this view, a person’s actions are more a 

reflection of their environment than an extension of their own personal agency; one has 

a restriction on choice imposed by these state apparatuses, so actions are governed by 

an obedience to that system. When considered in the context of video games, then the 

game world functions as an environment with its own state apparatuses which the player 

must subject themselves to in order to play the game. Domsch suggests that “a dynamic 

system like a video game can make all the consequences of a player choice non-

negotiable and enforce it on the game state” (2013, p. 141). It is through a player 

accepting the defined rules and restrictions set out by a game that they are able to 

progress in the game. The ideological state apparatuses that define these restrictions 

exist within the game lore (what the player should be doing in context of a given 

scenario), the game's progression (what the player should be doing next), and on a meta 

reflection for what is expected in a game of the genre that is being played. These 

function as a result of a game’s design, as the repressive state apparatuses express 

themselves to the player through the ways the game punishes players – be it death or 
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otherwise. The structure of a game having these restrictions is not a signifier of a game 

having less player agency, but rather one that has constructed a different reality that 

functions through its own ideological systems.  

Grand Theft Auto V (2013), an action-adventure game by Rockstar North, is often 

referred to because of its open world and ‘do-what-you-want’ approach to gameplay. 

Despite this, the player is still the subject and the game is designed around them acting 

particularly dangerous. The repressive state apparatus of the game environment reflects 

that idea; you will be hunted by the police if you hit someone with your car the same as 

you would if you went on a killing spree. As a player, you may have the autonomy to 

choose how you alert the police, but the game is built to ensure very specific systems 

play out. To complete the story of Grand Theft Auto V the player must kill 726 NPCs, 

even when trying to kill as few people as possible (Blake, 2021). The very narrative of the 

game makes the player respond to scenarios with violence, as this is what is expected of 

their character; their choices become a reflection of the game’s systems rather than a 

consequence of their individual desires. The same can be said for Mass Effect, which has 

a morality system with players choices being reflected as either Paragon (heroic) or 

Renegade (ruthless). A game developer who worked for BioWare said that around 92% 

of the people who played through Mass Effect favoured Paragon options throughout the 

game and its two sequels (Ebenger, 2020). The choice for players to follow the Paragon 

path is one that fits well with Commander Sheppard’s respected status within the game 

world, even the name of the alternative being Renegade implies that those choices are a 

deviation from character. The morality system in Mass Effect rewards players who stick 

to one side of the moral spectrum extrinsically, which further supports this ideology with 

a ‘correct’ course of action for the player. The choices offered to the player contribute to 

them having less agency within the game world; the narrative strictly reinforces the 

notion that if they are to continue being perceived as a heroic character, then they must 

choose the Paragon dialogue options. The narrative acts as a repressive system that 

players have autonomy within while they simultaneously are expected to give up their 

own agency to embody the character they are playing. The choice between good and 

bad is less of a choice when the player is repeatedly told that their character is 

canonically good, and as a result are structurally discouraged from being bad. 

Agency Reconsidered (2009), by Noah Wardrip-Fruin et al., discusses the idea 

that agency in games is distinct from the idea of free will, and that the experience of 

agency depends more on the satisfaction of the player. Designing agency in games, in 

this perspective, then should be structured around “[enticing] players to desires the 
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game can satisfy” (p. 7). In their research, Wardrip-Fruin et al. identified that one of the 

key differentiating factors that separate video games from other media is the 

experience of agency within the narrative; agency within narrative offers players a 

unique experience through the ability to be in control of when or how they receive 

information. However, they explain that the difficulty of realising agency within a game 

world is that too much restriction rail-roads the player and constrains their experience of 

the game, whereas too little restriction forces the breakdown of the strings that tie the 

narrative together, muddying the story and losing clarity. This analysis of agency details 

that if the façade allows for player satisfaction through their choices, much like the 

concept of perceived agency (Thue et al., 2010) discussed in the previous section, then 

the intention of the game world satisfies the player’s expectation of agency, even if it is 

just an illusion. 

A key element of MacCallum-Stewart and Parsler’s discussion of agency within 

game worlds in Illusory Agency in Vampire: The Masquerade – Bloodlines is that: “By 

being part of that imaginary construct, [the player is] encouraged to believe that their 

actions are individual and independent. However, in reality they are held within a frame 

of meaning that is entirely created by the game world” (MacCallum-Stewart & Parsler, 

2007). This is a useful exploration of the experience of agency within games. However, 

the frame of meaning of one's choices in a game can extend out of the game itself 

through to the affective experiences of the player—the personal connection between the 

player and the narrative they participated in creating is no less important if it is not 

tangible. A player that has made exactly the same decisions in a game as someone else 

will have had a different emotional response as a result their autonomy. It is also 

interesting to see the connection to Althusser's work in this quote; the frame of meaning 

that MacCallum-Stewart and Parsler are referring to can be described as the ideological 

state apparatus that the game developers have created, and this illusion of agency is 

present through the player's subjection to these ideologies. Approaching agency in 

games with this lens, the definition becomes not dissimilar to our experience of 

Althusser’s interpretation of agency within the world. The ideologies that govern what 

choices the player character will face are only different to our own through the 

knowledge that there are codified systems in games that react to player’s input. It is 

when a game restricts a player’s theoretical agency that ideologies of the game world 

become apparent.  

Despite the construction of game’s ideology being a result of decisions made by 

a game developer, player choices are not exclusively predetermined, binary options that 
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the developer has outlined. "Play doesn't come just from the game itself, but from the 

way that players interact with the game in order to play it" (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004, 

p. 33). Players often make choices that function independently from these designed 

sections of choice, but still act as a reaction to this repressive ideology. These types of 

choices rely on the player’s own autonomy as the reward a player receives is only an 

intrinsic satisfaction, regardless of whether the game acknowledges their choice. The 

active choice that a player makes around what systems they choose to engage with 

reflects how players have agency within the ideology defined by a game; players are 

able to explore their own rules of play within the confines of a game’s world, “rather than 

remaining subject to the mechanisms of control as defined by the rules of the game” 

(Boluk & LeMieux, 2017, p. 204). Every player’s experience of a game world is 

fundamentally different because of their autonomous control of a player character, and 

systems can be ignored or abused by players through their personal response to the 

game’s ideology. In Insomniac Games’ 2018 action-adventure game Marvel’s Spider-Man, 

side-missions that aren’t core to the game’s narrative progression are presented to the 

player by interactions with NPCs around the map. These missions are completely 

optional to the player, but the act of engaging with this system is what makes the player 

feel more like a hero, more like Spider-Man. A player who ignores all the side-missions 

throughout the game will still experience the game’s full core narrative, but will have an 

experience that is less aligned with how the game world presents Spider-Man. The 

systems within the game encourage players to help NPCs like the character of Spider-

Man would, but nothing forces the players to complete these missions other than their 

acceptance of how the game’s ideology defines their place within the game world. Player 

autonomy can also be expressed through self-imposed restriction; it is both the actions 

and inactions of a player that mould their experience of choice. Hitman (IO Interactive, 

2016) sets players in large sandbox-style levels with the goal of eliminating a few NPCs 

as Agent 47. Hitman rewards replaying levels with there being a multitude of 

opportunities and paths the player can follow to achieve their goal. The more familiar 

players become with a level, the more they master the level, the more they become like 

Agent 47—a master assassin that has perfected their craft. Hitman players explore new 

challenges for themselves once they master a level; using no disguises, killing targets 

only with ‘accidents’, and completing a level without being spotted are unnecessary 

requirements to completing a level in Hitman, but all feed into the illusion that the player 

is Agent 47, and strengthens their place within the defined ideology of Hitman. “The 

practices are perhaps of no great significance … however, what it shows is the need to 

acknowledge the production of a game world or game’s identity as taking place through 
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player agency, not in opposition to it” (Tulloch, 2014, p. 347).  When players interact with a 

video game they are subjecting themselves to the rules that the game’s ideology defines, 

but it is through their own personal responses to that ideology that players create the 

unique incidents that contributes to their own personalised experience of a game. 

 

From A to B: Player Agency in Linear Video Games 

Player agency in linear video games is presented in a few distinct forms. Players 

are often given theoretical agency (Thue et al., 2010) over isolated systems that are 

separate from the core narrative of the game. Using my research as a theoretical 

foundation for the analysis of agency in linear games, I have decided to separate the 

different choices presented in linear games into three distinct categories: active, 

aesthetic, and narrative agency. The goal of this is to examine the different ways that 

choice is currently utilised in video games and build off these concepts when designing 

choice for Project: Mystic. 

Active agency is choice through autonomy, and manifests through the choices 

being made that are related to how a player interacts with an environment. This style of 

choices is often made as a reaction to restrictions caused by the ideology of a game, but 

also serve to bridge the connection between the player and the character as a function 

of the player’s input. A game with a strong sense of active agency in the player 

interaction would be Portal, (Valve, 2007), as each level follows in a predetermined linear 

sequence, but the choices that you make to solve a puzzle aren't always linear. Player 

progression in Portal is broken down into distinct levels called test chambers, each with a 

puzzle that the player solves to move on to the next. There are often multiple ways to 

solve each puzzle, so players can make different deliberate choices on how to interact 

with the environment that can resolve the puzzle and allow them to move on. This form 

of agency is an extension of the player’s autonomy and is different from choices with 

predetermined outcomes that encourage compliance to a specific narrative. The actions 

of a player are only possible as a result of the constructed ideology of the game world, 

so there is no incorrect way for a player to express their active agency as a game does 

not penalise a player’s autonomy within a game world. 

Aesthetic agency within games is the ability for the player to change visual or 

auditory elements of the world without consequence to narrative progression. This can 

be something as straightforward as character customisation but can also extend outside 

of the player character. An example of this can be found in Irrational Games’ first-person 
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shooter Bioshock Infinite (2013). The player is given the option to pick out a broach for 

the deuteragonist Elizabeth to wear around her neck. The player chooses between a bird 

or a cage, and whichever style broach they pick Elizabeth will wear for the remainder of 

the game. The choice represents the players own personal reflection on the narrative, 

and the consequence is something that only they will see. Aesthetic choices offer 

freedom to player choice with little influence from the game developer over which option 

the player should choose. However, the options are usually decided in advance by the 

developer, so the choice would sit within the restrictions of a constructed ideology, as the 

player’s expression is limited by the freedom the developers allow. 

The third application of agency in linear narratives is narrative agency. In this 

situation the choice that the player makes relates to what in-game lore or information 

about the world around them they want to learn. In Firewatch (2016), a walking-sim style 

mystery game from developers Campo Santo, players experience the story of fire 

lookout Henry. Throughout the game the player communicates with Henry’s supervisor 

Delilah and often can choose how to respond to her questions and general comments. 

With these choices, the player puts themselves in the shoes of Henry and is able to relate 

more to his experiences or learn more about Delilah if they choose to ask. This can also 

apply to information that the player chooses not to read, be it notes or other 

unnecessary lore that they find; the act of reading the new information is just as valid a 

choice to the player’s expression of agency as choosing not to read any extra material in 

the game. Narrative agency can also be apparent through localised narrative 

experiences, as when the player chooses the name of a shale slide that they discover 

during the events of Firewatch. In this example the name the player chooses will be 

assigned to the location on the map from that point on. Agency within narratives, like 

dialogue trees or extra information, offer more natural presentations of narrative in 

linear games, as players feel as though they are a part of conversations or are actually 

able to learn about the world through how they choose to engage with it.  
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Methodology 

This section details the methodology I used during the development of Project: 
Mystic. The research for this thesis is informed by a pragmatic paradigm, using a 

combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to design the choices that appear 

to the player in Project: Mystic. The base of this approach is through action research, with 

Project: Mystic as the creative work that serves as the foundational investigation of this 

study. Action research in this thesis manifested through the practice of re-evaluating the 

results of experiments through critical reflection before ideating on results to refine and 

develop the work. However, to address the research problem more succinctly, the use of 

a mixed method approach allowed for an integration of the analysis of relevant creative 

works based on ideas extrapolated from grounded theories. I used these ideas 

(discussed in the previous chapter) to examine different mechanical and design-based 

explorations of agency for systems in Project: Mystic, which were then developed and 

refined in response to the research. The key iterative cycles for the development of 

Project: Mystic included the ideation and generation of concept art for the environments 

and key characters, and the prototypes for puzzles. These would then be combined into 

the level grey-box, a playable in-engine representation of levels without final 3D assets, 

while assets were developed. We completed two rounds of testing, and with each round 

there were sections of the game at different stages of completion that we received 

feedback on. Anything generated during development would be reviewed by the team 

before progressing to the next stage and would be adjusted in response to feedback 

from surveys and internal testing.  

To facilitate our iterative process, we developed a Game Design Document that 

outlined different aspects of the gameplay, mechanics, and narrative of Project: Mystic 

(Appendix A). This document was a living reflection of our design goals in the project and 

was adjusted to accommodate for updates to design decisions made after surveys. 

Despite this, the document always remained consistent with its description of the core 

concept of the game, and the goals of gameplay and mechanics. Decisions for the 

development of the game were made relevant to the different areas of expertise of each 

of the developers; my contributions to Project: Mystic was primarily through gameplay 

and puzzle design, production, programming, and creating concept art and textures. I 

also developed our Game Design Document during production and influenced the larger 

structure of the narrative design to ensure aspects of my research was reflected within 

the dialogue and structure of the game. 
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Concept Art and Prototyping 

For the production of Project: Mystic, an agile pipeline was necessary to 

guarantee an iterative approach that incorporated player testing and feedback into the 

development and implementation of game mechanics and ideas. To reflect elements of 

this research, mechanics, and puzzles in Project: Mystic were designed around 

introducing intentional moments of player choice, and we constructed the core narrative 

beats of the game early in development to ensure thematic consistency between ideas 

and prototypes. Project: Mystic has two player characters, a Journalist named Justin 

Case who is fixed within the game’s narrative, and the survivor of the train wreck, who 

the player gets to design and name. During our pre-production we created prototypes of 

a prospective character creator, as it was determined that this system would be a way to 

engage with player choice. The character creator developed to become a diegetic piece 

of the story where Case opens an identification document of the survivor before 

interviewing them. While developing prototypes of different game mechanics, starting 

with a safe puzzle in the office at the start of the game, I produced concept art of the 

levels that would make up the key scenes in the game and a couple of the important 

characters. The environment concept art provides a visualisation of the tone and 

aesthetics of different areas, as well as providing the basis for the level design. However, 

these designs were not final, and adjustments were made in response to player 

feedback once a grey-box was created and tested. Figure 1 and figure 2 below shows 

how the concept art heavily informed the design of the levels for Project: Mystic through 

the concept art and final design of Case’s office. 

Figure 1 

Concept art of Case’s office 

 

Figure 2 

Case’s office in Project: Mystic 
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Project Grey-box and Surveys 

The grey-box of the project was also an important step in the method of 

implementing research concepts into game mechanics. For Project: Mystic I created a 

playable grey-box of the game that contained all levels that were set on the train (figure 

3). This was produced simultaneously alongside the development of a refined version of 

the office and café levels that included dialogue and 3D models. We approached the 

development of the game in this way so that we could playtest a build of the game for 

our second survey.  

We had two rounds of testing for Project: Mystic, the first was to get an 

understanding of audience expectations of the first two puzzles and the journal 

mechanic. This manifested in a survey filled out by 35 people who were predominantly 

interested in narrative driven games and who were between the ages of 18 and 24 – the 

target demographic for the game. The first survey was purely a form filled out by 

participants, and asked about the safe puzzle that takes place in Case’s office (where 

players would have to find two halves of a code to a safe), and a puzzle that takes place 

when the survivor first arrives on the Mystic Liner (where the player has to find out the 

owner of a bag by asking around). The participants were also asked about their 

thoughts on an in-game journal, and whether they would record information relevant to 

their objects in a journal if one was available. 

The second survey involved a play through of the first few levels of the game 

before filling out a form about their experience. This survey was undertaken by people 

who were all within the age range of our target demographic. This time however, all but 

one of the nine participants were people who did not often play mystery games. This 

round of testing was used to gauge the accessibility of our puzzle design, character 

creator, and journal mechanic, and was also used to determine whether the players had 

enough information presented to them to navigate the game world effectively. 

Figure 3 

Character interaction in the Project: Mystic grey-box 
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Technical Documentation 

To reinforce the emphasis of our collective research contributions to Project: 
Mystic, our Game Design Document was used as a living reflection of our findings and 

was updated when necessary.  This document was referred to both when assets were 

being created or when mechanics were implemented to ensure that our research was 

informing the creation of the project. The third puzzle of Project: Mystic resolves in the 

player opening a door on the train. The original version of this puzzle had the player 

interact with a skull that had appeared on the door, with the solution being that they had 

to remove a gem that was in one of its eyes. After discussion within the team it was 

decided that this puzzle contradicted our previous emphasis on player interaction with 

the in-game journal and did not resolve through player interaction with the 

environment—an informal document detailing the changes made to this puzzle can be 

seen in Appendix B. This agile approach to development complimented our three person 

team’s workflow and informed the feedback cycle of the project; we treated elements of 

the project as distinct blocks so that we were able to iterate on mechanics or concepts in 

response to our surveys and personal reflections without impacting the development of 

other systems within the game. To support this process I created an asset list (figure 3), 

where we tracked what needed to be done for the different levels, with labels 

designating how necessary assets were to the completion of Project: Mystic and our 

individual research.  

  Figure 4 

Excerpt from Project: Mystic Asset List 
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Results 

The results of my research into non-consequential choice in linear video games 

was realised through the design of player choices withing Project: Mystic. My work 

exploring the way that player agency is presented in linear games resulted in developing 

the foundation for different puzzles and mechanics present in the game. Player choices 

were designed with player knowledge in mind, involved theoretical agency (Thue et al., 

2010), and were designed to represent aspects of the constructed ideology of the game 

world, with player participation of (and agency within) the narrative guiding those 

decisions. The surveys, playtesting, and iterative design processes allowed for the 

outcome of these mechanics to be successful in exploring the effect of these choices. 

 

From A to Z: How Explorations of Agency Informed Design in Project: Mystic 

Different mechanics in Project: Mystic were designed as a result of exploring the 

way that player agency is presented in linear games. The mechanic that most reflects 

the player’s expression of active agency in Project: Mystic is the journals that the player 

characters have. Players can manually input whatever information they feel is relevant 

into their journal, prompted by a sketch that appears in the journal corresponding to 

their current objective. The sketch appears in their journal and doesn’t give the player 

more information than what they have learnt (figure 4). The design of the levels on the 

train also contributes to the player’s active agency, as they are able to explore almost all 

different areas of the train once they have their first objective. This advances the 

construction of a defined ideology within the game world; the character is a porter who 

has been transferred onto the train so the narrative context dictates that they would be 

capable of roaming freely throughout the carriages after talking with the conductor. 

Figure 5 

Example of a player’s manual journal input in Project: Mystic 
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The influence of aesthetic agency is prevalent in Project: Mystic’s character 

creator (figure 5). The player begins the game as a journalist, but when they meet the 

survivor of the train wreck they get to design the character that they are meeting. When 

the two characters meet, a flashback begins, and the player assumes control of the 

character they designed. The player is given the option to name the character, with the 

name they enter becoming what the player character is referred to as by other 

characters (figure 6). As these aesthetic choices are made by the player while they are 

already immersed within the constructed ideologies of Project: Mystic, their choices are 

able to be influenced by the world; the character creation does not happen separately 

from the experience of playing Project: Mystic so players can design a character that 

reflects what they expected to see. When the flashback commences both the player and 

the character do not know how the events on the Mystic Liner unfold but the player has 

already had the opportunity to experience the game world; the player character is 

confused as they have to adjust to their new work on the unfamiliar train, and the 

player’s experience mirrors that as they adjust to their new character and environment. 

A player’s experience of narrative agency in Project: Mystic is expressed through 

both what they choose to interact with in the game world, and what decisions they make 

within the branching dialogue systems. Decisions within the dialogue trees are reflective 

of affective value; players are able to learn different things about the NPCs and the 

game world through choices they make, but because of the lack of a morality weighting 

on decisions it is up to the player to respond to the choices they have made. Interactable 

assets around the level also offer insight into the environment for players who have the 

desire to engage with more of the game world. 

Figure 6 

The diegetic character creator in Project: Mystic 

Figure 7 

Character refers to survivor by the allocated name 
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Results from Surveys and Playtesting 

For Survey One we asked 35 people to respond to questions about the first two 

puzzles of Project: Mystic. From the written directions in this survey we found that 

roughly 60% of the participants were accurately able to solve the first puzzles (by 

inferring a three-digit code to a safe based on two halves of the code, figure 7). The 

information for this puzzle needed to be clearer, as some were overthinking the solution 

to the puzzle or misunderstanding what they should have been looking for. As a result of 

this we changed the design of the code to better communicate that it had been torn in 

half, with dots between the different digits and a line underneath the numbers that led to 

the torn edge of each half of the code (figure 8). 

The note-taking system received approval from many of the participants, and 

although we were initially working on a completely manual system, the feedback was in 

favour of a more automated system. The participants expressed that for the second 

puzzle in particular (where the player is identifying the owner of a bag by asking 

around), it would be useful to have that information recorded as is not as immediate as 

the solution to the safe. A salient point that came through in much of the feedback was 

the desire to have information relevant to objectives presented to players. It was based 

on the results of this survey that we decided to develop the system to include sketches 

that correspond to player’s current objectives in the journal to keep the player informed 

without compelling them to absently move from one task to the next. 

In contrast to the participants of the first survey, our players for survey two were 

people who do not often play narrative games, despite being within a similar age range. 

This testing was important in understanding the accessibility barriers that would stop 

people unfamiliar with narrative games from engaging with Project: Mystic. The most 

glaring flaw that we found in our design through this testing was, as many of them were 

unfamiliar with narrative driven games, that multiple players didn’t immediately know 

mechanically how to interact with different objects in the game world. The players were 

not all aware of what the common controls within the genre may be, leading to 

Figure 8 

First iteration of safe codes 

Figure 9 

Updated version of safe codes 
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confusion as they hunted for the correct input to react to the fact that the crosshair had 

changed to indicate that they were near something interactable. This feedback was 

necessary to prevent us from alienating audiences. During the playtesting, three of the 

nine players in this round of testing were unable to solve the safe puzzle, and with two of 

them it was because of the accuracy needed when turning the dial of the safe. Most of 

them found that the conversations and dialogue flow was clear, but only a few used the 

journal. These insights emphasised the value of clear and concise means of 

communication with the players, trusting them to engage with mechanics if they feel like 

that would be meaningful to their experience of the game; players should not feel like 

they are required to use the journal while they are playing Project: Mystic, as it is just a 

tool for their navigation of the game world. 

The feedback that we received was a crucial element of the development of 

Project: Mystic, as the result of my research into player agency would be futile if the 

output was a game that was not engaging or enjoyable to players. The responses from 

testing ensured that the puzzles and mechanics that I developed in Project: Mystic were 

iterated so that they were successful in enhancing the player’s experience of the game’s 

narrative, proving an invaluable contribution to my research.  
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Discussion 

As a result of this research I have learnt much about the practical and theoretical 

aspects of player choice in video games. Utilising Jacques Lacan’s idea of the Mirror 

Stage (1977) and Louis Althusser’s interpretations of Ideology (1984) as lenses to examine 

player agency alongside video game literature has changed how I approach designing 

video game puzzles and mechanics. If I were to do this research again, I would be 

interested in expanding my theoretical references to include a more diverse range of 

perspectives, scrutinising these concepts that I have analysed with discussions from 

different ideas on how agency functions. While this research is concise, I feel like the 

exploration of player choice within linear narratives offers a unique insight into how 

people engage with games. The combination of both theoretical and non-consequential 

choices in linear games creates a different player experience of agency, and my analysis 

of the ways that choices are presented suggests a method of exploring these ideas. This 

research would also have benefited from more extensive testing of mechanics that allow 

for player agency in comparison to designs of similar mechanics that do not, however 

this was outside the scope of this research. Player agency in video games is widely 

discussed in literature through various interpretations. With this research I contribute a 

different perspective that builds off previously established ideas in video game literature 

and amplifies these discussions of agency with contextual backing from theoretical 

concepts. 
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Conclusion 

The theoretical concepts that underpinned this research offer unique perspectives 

for the analysis of player agency in video games. Through the lens of the Mirror Stage 

by Jacques Lacan (1977) I explored the relationship between the player and the player 

character, and how the different levels of knowledge of the game world impact the 

player’s experience. I also used this relationship to analyse designation in the context of 

using first person pronouns to describe the player character, as well as examining player 

reception to restrictive gameplay through desire and player autonomy. The theories of 

Ideology presented by Louis Althusser (1984) allow for an analysis of video game worlds 

and their constructed ideologies. I developed this analysis through a reflection of 

compulsory and voluntary player actions and an examination of the player’s 

participation in the game narrative, as well as exploring the role that autonomy plays 

within player navigation of game world ideologies. These explorations suggest a 

perspective on player agency where player choices are shaped by the player’s 

relationship with their character, and work as a response to the constructed ideologies of 

video game worlds. These Ideas were developed into an analysis of different mechanics 

in linear games, and presented through the categories of active, aesthetic, and narrative 

choices within these games. Player choice in linear games allows for building the 

relationship between the player and player character, while alluding to the constructed 

ideologies of a game world. As a result of their agency within a game, these choices 

allow for a player to have affective personal responses to the narrative. 

This analysis informed the production and development of Project: Mystic, a 

story-rich mystery game that was produced as the creative work component of my 

research. Design decisions surrounding elements of player choice in Project: Mystic were 

influenced by a combination of this research and feedback. The methods of my research 

resulted in a constructive approach to designing mechanics for narrative-driven linear 

games, with the result being a creative work that I am proud to have been a part of. 
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Appendix A 

Project: Mystic Game Design Document 
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Appendix B 

Puzzle Three Redesign 
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